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Keynote for iPad: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Welcome to Keynote for iPad: Visual
	QuickStart Guide. As the author of the
	first book about Keynote for Macintosh,
	I’m excited to also have the opportunity
	to write a book about the mobile version,
	Keynote for iPad.


	I start the book with an overview of Keynote,
	move on to creating your first presentation,
	and...
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Creating HTML5 Animations with Flash and WallabyO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Creating standards-compliant animations for the Web just got a lot easier. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to convert Flash animations into HTML5, using Wallaby—the experimental tool from Adobe. Wallaby makes Flash content available for devices that don't support Flash runtimes, including the iPhone and...
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InDesign CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
InDesign just keeps getting better—and so does this book!

Whether you come from PageMaker®, QuarkXPress®, or InDesign CS3, if you want to make the switch to InDesign CS4, you've come to the right place. This in-depth guide shows you step by step how to get the most out of this innovative software, from better text...
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MATLAB Graphics and Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	MATLAB's customizable graphics elements allow you to tailor your visualizations for exactly what you need to present; alter the figure and axis properties, lighting, transparency and camera position. Use MATLAB to apply volume visualizations to your data as well as interactivity and animation, or to plot your data in 1, 2, 3 and higher...
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How To Do Everything with JavaScriptMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This book is designed to help anyone interested in adding elements of interactivity to their personal
web pages. Some experience with a PC is required, as we will not cover how to access the Internet
or how to use a web browser. You don’t have to be an HTML expert, although it will help if you
have some experience with that...
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Oracle Application Server Portal Handbook (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Wasn’t the Web supposed to make everything easier? Oh sure, the maturation of companies doing business on the Web has made things more reliable and more secure, but easier? If you’ve been using the Web for a while (5+ years), you’ve noticed the evolution from static web pages to dynamic content. AJAX and other technologies provide...
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Internet, Phone, Mail, and Mixed-Mode Surveys: The Tailored Design MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The classic survey design reference, updated for the digitalage


	For over two decades, Dillman's classic text on survey designhas aided both students and professionals in effectively planningand conducting mail, telephone, and, more recently, Internetsurveys. The new edition is thoroughly updated and revised, andcovers...
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Adobe Flash CS3 Professional Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2007
This project-based guide from Adobe will teach readers all they need to know to create engaging interactive content with Flash CS3. Using step-by-step instructions with projects that build on the knowledge learned in each lesson, readers will learn the key elements of the Flash interface, including panels, timelines, and frames. From there, readers...
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Mastering PowerShellPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the art of automating and managing your Windows environment using PowerShell


	About This Book

	
		Construct scripts by following proven best practices to automate redundant tasks
	
		Delve into real-world examples to understand how to simplify the management of your Windows environment

...
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iOS Components and Frameworks: Understanding the Advanced Features of the iOS SDK (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Take Your Next Leap Forward as an iOS App Developer! Covers iOS 7 and Xcode 5


	 


	iOS Components and Frameworks will help you leverage iOS’s powerful components and frameworks to build apps with outstanding performance, reliability,...
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DHTML Utopia Modern Web Design Using JavaScript & DOMSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
"Create Killer Websites Using the Power of Modern JavaScript"     DHTML Utopia is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step tutorial that will show you how to make your websites more slick, dynamic, and usable.
  Add dynamic interactivity to your website with DHTML by combining the power of JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets(CSS), and...
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ActionScript: Your visual blueprint for creating interactive projects in Flash CS4 ProfessionalVisual, 2009
Visual learners can get up and running quickly on ActionScript programming skills for Flash CS4

If you're a programmer who learns best when you see how something is done, this book will have you up and running with ActionScipt in no time. Step-by-step, two-page lessons show you the core programming foundations you must master to...
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